Papers in Organizations -Editor's Foreword
The purpose of the series Papers in Organizations is to work as a stepping-stone towards final publication in scientific journals. As such, PiO is a working-paper series, yet with a distinct position in the process towards final publication. The aim of PiO is to be the final steppingstone in that process:
• For the author PiO should add value to the work in progress through the editorial process. A publication in PiO is thus also a measure of the quality of the work -it is no longer simply a draft or an informal contribution to debates, but a work close to final publication.
• For the reader PiO should be a good place to be if one wants to keep track of contemporary research within the international field of organization studies. Indeed, many of the papers are manuscripts, which have been submitted to social science journals and as such appear in a rather final stage of completion. Others may contribute with empirical results from ongoing research projects or may in a more theoretical sense contribute to current academic disputes.
In this paper, the authors advance a contribution to new institutional theory proposing a micro theory that explains the existence of heterogeneity in a field despite isomorphic pressures towards homogenisation. The theory proposes that creative action can be understood ash deviant actors seeking to shield their idiosyncrasy from isomorphic pressures without getting excluded from the field it self. Drawing upon three empirical cases, the authors further argue that successful shielding and sustaining of creativity can be accomplished through different relational measures, notably and somewhat ironic, by forging their own 'iron cage' of tighter control of artistic freedom.
Kjell Tryggestad/Søren Christensen Editors

Introduction
New institutional theory has sought to explain why organizational actors show compliance and similarities (DiMaggio and Powell, 1991) . It has argued that the establishment penalizes deviant actors making their access to resources and opportunities difficult (Becker, 1982; Baker and Faulkner, 1991; Zuckerman, 1999) . (Becker, 1982) , the three directors sustain both idiosyncrasy and audience appeal by incessant experimentation and self-renewal, at times rebelling even against their self-imposed conventions.
This paper advances milestones of action theory for exclusivity and inclusion in creative domains. For the purpose, we bring in the social psychological notion "optimal distinctiveness" that views social identity as a reconciliation of opposing needs for assimilation and differentiation from others (Brewer, 1991) . We suggest that optimal distinctiveness is especially relevant for creative industries where artists need both inclusion to get resources and differentiation to attain recognition for their talents. In the quest for optimal distinctiveness, we argue, film directors not only break away from the iron cage of a field's conventions. As our study revealed, they also tend to forge their own "iron cage" by controlling the coupling of art and business through own production hub, close partnership with committed producer, and/or personally consolidating creative and production roles.
The paper proceeds as follows. First, it reviews core concepts of isomorphism and maverickness to ground theoretically the need for creative action in shielding idiosyncrasy from isomorphic pressures.
Second, it positions the idiosyncrasyisomor-phism duality in the context of a creative industry -i.e. cinema -that is particular for the need to appease art and business. Third, it outlines research design, data sources and methods for data analysis and provides brief introduction to the cases.
Next, it compares the three cases to advance a micro theory of creative action. Finally, we make some concluding remarks on the importance of creative action in isomorphic fields.
Isomorphism and Idiosyncrasy in a Field
Film projects are complex temporary systems that pull together cultural, financial and material inputs (Faulkner and Anderson, 1987; DeFillippi and Arthur, 1998) .
Compliant, legitimate actors are more likely to get access to these resources. Hence, "
[o]ne of the filmmaker's critical problems is to find ways to gain legitimacy" (Baker and Faulkner, 1991: 28) . The legitimization of filmmakers, and hence their access to resources and opportunities, takes place in the cinema field.
Within the Institutional Theory of organizations the term field is defined as "those organizations that, in the aggregate, constitute a recognized area of institutional life:
key suppliers, resource and product consumers, regulatory agencies, and other organizations that produce similar services and products" (DiMaggio and Powell, 1991: 143) . To a large extent, this definition is "coterminous with the application of a distinctive complex of institutional rules" (Scott, 1995:135) , which constitute 'coercive', 'normative' and 'mimetic' isomorphic pressures (DiMaggio and Powell, 1991 (Becker, 1982) . Industry regulators and organisations in control of financial resources align producers' practices by tying subsidies for creative production up to certain artistic topics and budgetary routines, leaving the quality of artwork at the discretion of "expert" committees (Corsi, 2001 ).
Production companies, as gatekeepers that select creative innovations "in" or "out", have a say on the "blueprint" of what gets to the market (Hirsch, 1972) . To reproduce suc-cess creative professionals then imitate the blueprint (Baker and Faulkner, 1991) .
Macro-structural insights on isomorphism, however, are not necessarily sensitive to micro-explanations of institutional creation and change. Interests and agency are generative forces of change (DiMaggio, 1988; Lounsbury, 1997; Hirsch and Lounsbury, 1997; Alvarez, 2000) . At least some institutions "result from successful attempts of extraordinarily creative, innovative, and productive individual actors who have the vision and genius not to accept or fine-tune existing ways of doing things but rather to consciously change the boundaries of what is possible" (Zucker and Darby, 1997: 503) .
Extraordinary individuals created the New
York's Museum of Modern Art (DiMaggio, 1992) . Content and technology entrepreneurs at the dawn of the Hollywood cinema initiated the field "de nouveau" and then contributed to its change (Jones, 2001 ).
Hence, for fields to develop, actors have to balance needs for legitimacy by complying with norms with efforts for creation of unique identities (Lounsbury and Glynn, 2001 ).
Extreme cases of uniqueness in a creative industry are mavericks who violate established conventions (Becker, 1982 (Becker, 1982: 228 Creativity, both for mavericks and integrated professionals, is a social activity where the gifted person needs collaborative support to produce and diffuse works of art (Becker, 1982; Brass, 1995) . It requires reconciliation of the expression of artistic values with the economics of mass entertainment (Lampel, Lant, and Shamsie, 2000) . Academic inquiries have emphasised the critical role of a range of business activities and players (e.g., dealers, agents, production companies, distributors) as com-plementary to the artistic endeavour in producing and getting artwork to public (White and White, 1993; Becker, 1982; Hirsch, 1972; Caves, 2000) .
However, they have also accounted for the inherent contradiction between creative work and humdrum commerce (Caves, 2000) . The creative and the business subsystems have different interests and priorities. The former sub-system aims at expressing creative vision in a consistent way, "providing an inner standard to which reference is made" (Storr, 1985) . The latter sub-system looks for delivering a box office film on time and within a budget (Baker and Faulkner, 1991: 286) and calls for legitimacy for subsequent access to finding project support.
Filmmaking as a creative undertaking needs integration (coupling) of business and artistic inputs embodied in entrepreneursadministrators from the management subsystem and professionals-artists from the technical sub-system (Hirsch, 1972; Baker and Faulkner, 1991) . Coupling refers to the ways in which entities in a system relate to each other along the dimensions of distinctiveness and responsiveness (Orton and Weick, 1990 Hollywood cinema field where the producer "peoples" the projects (Baker and Faulkner, 1991) , the European auteur system pronounces the director as the core (and most powerful) figure in filmmaking.
Research Design
The research design is a multiple-case study. The three cases -Pedro Almodóvar, Nanni Moretti and Lars von Trier -were approached with a preliminary theoretical framework derived from the extant literature (Yin, 1994; Brown and Eisenhardt, 1998) . Theory building had affinities with grounded-theory approaches and came out of numerous iterations between the "deep cases" and the extant theory (Strauss and Corbin, 1998; Dyer and Wilkins, 1991) .
Data and Methods
The study triangulated sources of evidence and methods for data collection (Yin, 1994 As is typical of inductive research, to advance theory out of "staggering volume of data" (Eisenhardt, 1989) , the rich information gathered was integrated into detailed write-ups for each case. Then, within-case and across-cases' analyses were performed, following design indications for comparative qualitative research by Miles and Huberman (1984) .
Comparative displays were used for clarifying main points of convergence and divergence. In addition to initially specified issues of interest, we also allowed for new themes to emerge from the data. (Yin, 1994: 38) .
The Cases
In a recent article in Variety, Moretti, von
Trier and Almodóvar are compared as three masters of the melodrama (Rooney, 2001 ).
The article not only calls Moretti an "idiosyncratic auteur" but also labels him "a maverick" who is closer to Woody Allen than to "his Italian cronies". Furthermore, it refers to him as "the darling of Cahier du Cinema critics and regular on the French art-house network", something also said about Almodóvar. Almodóvar is also considered a maverick filmmaker (Dale, 1997) and an enfant terrible of the European cinema (Smith, 1999 (White and White, 1993; Becker, 1982) . In this sense, the three cases are critical instances (Yin, 1994) of maverick film directors who have managed to shield their idiosyncratic identities from isomorphic pressures. Table 2 Almodóvar is an autodidact film director who claims "sole ownership" of his career.
Critics have recognised that "with the clout to make any film he wants, he may yield more artistic freedom than any other
European director" (Gritten, 1999) . His line producer since the mid-1980s affirms that "[h]e controls everything in his movies" (Fernandez, 2000) . Almodóvar's films cut across genres, blending and redefining them (Thomas, 1991; Strauss, 2001 Mavericks, as an extreme case of differentiation, are usually unable to get audience appeal, or if they manage to achieve that, they tend to loose their unique status (Becker, 1982) . Integrated professionals, as an extreme case of assimilation, tend to give up idiosyncrasy for inclusion and legitimacy in the field, and yield rather conventional artwork. Optimal distinctiveness (Brewer, 1991) provides a more balanced approach to action in an isomorphic field that reconciles the need for idiosyncrasy with the need to get resources from the field in order to keep producing artwork.
To shield idiosyncrasy while gaining inclusion, film directors have to couple successfully art and business. Our study reveals that getting away from the iron cage of isomorphism leads, ironically, to the forging of own iron cage. Artistic freedom calls for tighter control, with new levels of social structure emerging "from and only from efforts at control" (White, 1992: 234) .
To increase control, film directors couple art and business in several domains (see Table 3 ). They personally consolidate artistic and production roles in filmmaking (Baker and Faulkner, 1991; Menger, 1999) becoming writer-director-producer hyphenates. They also form long-term partnerships with trusted and committed producers and establish their own production companies. Finally, within their own artistic worlds, they nurture a cultural belief system based upon artistic freedom, integrity and experimentation. 
Zentropa (1992-)
-the largest film production company in Scandinavia (76 employees permanent staff) -a multiplicity of enterprises -integrated from development to post-production -film city with studio space and equipment (rental) -training programs for film makers and other professionals -consulting companies on creativity -more than 50 feature films produced -"product mix" low-budget Danish feature films (e.g., The Dogma Series), larger international art films of von Trier, etc.
Consolidating Artistic and Business
Roles
Film directors may consolidate the role of the writer and the producer in the set of roles they perform (Baker and Faulkner, 1991) . Alternatively, they may decide to focus only on the creative side, leaving the production function to an alter ego, a very committed to their work partner, as we shall suggest below. This "resource perspective on roles" views roles as vehicles for actors looking for creative independence (Callero, 1994) . The role is a resource in two ways: as a means to claim, bargain for, and gain membership of and acceptance by a social community, and to getting access to social, cultural, and material resources necessary for the pursuit of the artist's interests (Baker and Faulkner, 1991) . The essential roles in a film project are director, writer, and producer (Morley and Silver, 1977) . One way of using role as a resource to protect an idiosyncratic style in film is to combine these roles (e.g., a
writer-director, a director-producer). Such role combinations could be elements of an imitation strategy by film professionals in the blockbuster era of Hollywood 2 (Baker and Faulkner, 1991) . Alternatively, as our study demonstrates, they could be 2 Baker and Faulkner (1991: 288, in footnote) consider "The Godfather" (1972) the first blockbuster film and delineate a pre-blockbuster period (1962) (1963) (1964) (1965) (1966) (1967) (1968) (1969) (1970) (1971) (1972) and a blockbuster period (1973) (1974) (1975) (1976) (1977) (1978) (1979) (1980) . Moretti (unlike Almodóvar) consolidates the production role in his role-set justifying it with the need to make high quality movies, as revealed in the quote below:
I wanted to be a producer…to react to the crisis situation of the Italian movie industry. The producer exists as an entrepreneur who wants above all to earn money. On the contrary, I am a producer who is first of all a director, that is to say a producer who likes nice movies. This is already counter-intuitive; I am producing neither to earn money, nor to make my movies earn money. Today in Italy -and I suppose in France too -the producer makes the deal before the movie is done. They get the money from money providers and at the same time, part of the money goes in their pockets: the deal is made! The more the film is apparently international, the more the money they get, so, paradoxically, producers are not interested in the quality, the success, the future of the film (De Berardinis, 2001 ).
In addition to being a "multi-hyphenate" for encompassing writer-director-producer- formal disagreement (Felipe, 1999 "Agustín has always been my first specta-tor. When an idea occurs to me, the first thing I do before I develop it is to tell him about it. He is always there. [I]t's a choice that, on the one hand, has enabled me to work with other directors, with whom I worked well, producing their features. On the other hand, having our own production company, and such a good partner, enabled me decide to make films unexpectedly, as happened with a film called "La Cosa", about the end of the Communist Party in Italy. I was able to make documentaries or shorts, whatever we felt like" (Wootten, 2001) . 
Establishing Own Production Company
Independent producers operate as archetypal entrepreneurs, finding scripts, assembling commitments from teams of actors and production personnel, and convincing studios and investors to fund the projects (Robins, 1993) . The has been able to find: we are within the industry but we preserve our peculiarity" (Strauss, 2001: 66) . He has consolidated an enduring niche position, which sets itself apart from the rest of the cinema field, yet it has been acknowledged legitimate.
Pedro works through "family" groups, his nuclei of trust and affection (Alvarez and Svejenova, 2002a) . The collaboration of his biological family (most significantly his brother) is extended to accommodate his "second family" -the team of El Deseo (Francia, 2000: 33) . He also nurtures his "family" of actors with nearly a dozen actors who have appeared in three or more films (Corliss, 1999) . The Almodóvar brothers further forge the "iron cage" by choosing main partners through a "key-man clause." As Agustín explains it, whenever they have to deal with a particular company, be it for distribution or promotion, they do so through a specific In all three cases, the directors form a shield -i.e. to forge an iron cage -for their idiosyncrasies. In the case of Almodóvar, it is a tightly knit art world of collaborators that perpetuate his style and artistic identity. In the case of Moretti, it is the attempt to "institutionalise" his vision of the cinema by award giving. Finally, von
Trier becomes normative in the artistic space, explicitly defining rules by which other filmmakers must abide.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper we addressed a less studied yet increasingly important duality between idiosyncrasy and isomorphism. We showed how creative action is intended to rebel against isomorphic pressure by building uniqueness through strong ties and local practice. In examining these cases of film directors having achieved recognition for their creative individuality, we also outline how uniqueness, over time, may become a cage made of rules and standards that constrain creativity. In this sense, it can be argued that creativity could become trapped by its own success. To avoid the reemergence of self-produced isomorphic pressures, creative actors must be able to pursue their own renewal and to promote the further heterogeneity in the field itself.
Regarding the shielding and sustaining of optimal distinctiveness, we add to the 
